The photopyroelectric (PPE) technique in the front configuration consists in illuminating one surface of a pyroelectric slab while the other surface is in contact with the test sample. This method has been widely used to measure the thermal effusivity of liquids. Recently, it has been extended to measure the thermal effusivity of solids, by taking into account the influence of the coupling fluid layer used to guarantee the thermal contact. In both cases, the sample (liquid or solid) must be very thick. In this work, we propose a classical frequency scan of a thin sample slab to retrieve the thermal diffusivity and effusivity simultaneously. We use the amplitude and the phase of the front PPE signal, which depend on four parameters: the sample diffusivity and effusivity, the coupling fluid thickness and the coefficient of heat losses. It is demonstrated that the four quantities are not correlated. PPE measurements performed on a set of calibrated solids confirm the ability of the method to obtain the thermal diffusivity and effusivity of solids accurately.
Introduction
Since the introduction of the photopyroelectric (PPE) technique by Mandelis and Zver in 1985 [1] , it has been widely used to measure the thermal properties of solid and liquids due to its exceptional signal to noise ratio. In a PPE device the test sample is in thermal contact with a pyroelectric slab, which senses temperature variations. In the back configuration the free surface of the sample is illuminated by a modulated light beam, while in the front configuration the free surface of the pyroelectric sensor is illuminated. In both configurations the PPE current produced by the pyroelectric sensor depends on the thermal diffusivity (D) and effusivity (e) of the sample under study.
The PPE technique in the back configuration, with thermally thick sample and sensor, allows measuring D and e simultaneously from simple linear relations [2, 3] . This method has been used to measure these thermal properties in liquids across phase transitions (see [4] and references therein). However, in the case of solid samples, a very thin grease layer must be used to assure the thermal contact between the sample and the detector. It has been demonstrated that even a few microns thick fluid layer produces an underestimation of D and e, which is more pronounced for good thermal conductors [5] .
To overcome this underestimation it has been proposed to use a transparent pyroelectric sensor and a transparent coupling fluid, together with a self-normalization procedure [6] . In this modified setup the amplitude and phase of the self-normalized PPE signal behaves linearly as a function of the square root of the modulation frequency, but unlike in the standard back configuration with an opaque sensor, the slope does not depend on the fluid layer. This means that the thermal diffusivity can be obtained accurately, but the price to be paid is losing information on the thermal effusivity of the solid.
The PPE technique in the front configuration was introduced by Dadarlat and coworkers [7] . In the case of a very thick sample it provides an accurate method to measure the thermal effusivity of liquids [8] . The method consists in heating the free surface of the pyroelectric sensor and recording the PPE signal twice, first with the liquid wetting the back surface of the detector and then with the bare detector. The normalized PPE signal is obtained as the ratio of both signals, which is independent of the instrumental factor (the frequency dependence of the detection electronics), of the electrical properties of the sensor and of the laser intensity. It is demonstrated that the frequency scan of this normalized signal is highly sensitive to the thermal effusivity of the backing liquid [9, 10] . This method cannot be applied straightforwardly to solid samples, since the coupling fluid layer modifies the normalized PPE signal so the thermal effusivity cannot be obtained accurately.
To overcome this issue, in a previous work the authors proposed a frequency scan of the PPE signal in the front configuration using a three-layer model: a pyroelectric sensor, coupling fluid and very thick test solid [11] . As the thickness and thermal properties of the pyroelectric sensor as well as the thermal properties of the fluid are known, it was demonstrated that the normalized PPE signal only depends on two unknown parameters: the solid effusivity and the thickness of the coupling fluid layer.
In this manuscript, we extend this previous work to measure the thermal effusivity and diffusivity of solids simultaneously using a frequency scan in the front configuration. The frequency range must be selected in such a way that the thickness of the solid slab changes from thermally thick to thermally thin along the frequency scan. We have developed a complete model including heat conduction in a five-layer model (air, pyroelectric sensor, coupling fluid, test solid and air) and heat losses by convection and radiation. Provided the thickness and thermal properties of the pyroelectric sensor as well as the thermal properties of the fluid are known, we demonstrate that the normalized PPE signal depends on four unknown parameters: the solid effusivity and diffusivity, the thickness of the coupling fluid layer and the coefficient of heat losses. Besides, from a sensitivity analysis, we show that the four parameters are uncorrelated and that the normalized PPE signal is highly sensitive to the thermal effusivity and diffusivity of the solid sample. PPE measurements performed on a set of calibrated solids confirm the ability of the method to obtain the thermal effusivity of solids accurately. Moreover, for each material, measurements on samples with varying thicknesses have been performed to verify the robustness of the method.
Theory
Let us consider a three-layer stack made of an opaque pyroelectric slab of thickness L p , a fluid layer of thickness L f and a solid layer of thickness L s . Both sides of this system are surrounded by air. The free surface of the pyroelectric slab is illuminated by a laser beam whose intensity I o is modulated at a frequency f (ω = 2πf ). The geometry of the problem is shown in figure 1(a) . The PPE signal (S) is proportional to the spatially averaged temperature of the pyroelectric slab T p [12] ,
where a is a frequency-independent factor that depends on the physical properties of the detector (pyroelectric coefficient, dielectric constant and permittivity) and b is a frequencydependent factor that accounts for the influence of the detection electronics. The temperature of the pyroelectric slab is obtained by solving the heat diffusion equation for the five-layer system shown in figure 1(a) . The temperature at each layer is given by
where q = iω/D is the thermal wave vector, D being the thermal diffusivity. Subscripts gf, p, f, s and gr stand for the gas at the front surface, the pyroelectric detector, the coupling fluid, the sample and the gas at the rear surface, respectively. The eight constants in equations (2) are obtained from the boundary conditions at the interfaces:
(a) Temperature continuity:
(b) Heat flux continuity at the solid-fluid interfaces:
(c) Illumination and heat losses at the solid-air interfaces:
Here K is the thermal conductivity and h is the linear coefficient of heat transfer by convection and radiation, which is assumed to be the same at both surfaces since the temperature rise in PPE experiments is very small (<1 K). Moreover, by substituting equations (2) into (3), the temperature of the pyroelectric slab is obtained. Then, from equation (1), the PPE signal (S) is calculated.
For normalization purposes, i.e. to eliminate the frequency dependence of the detection electronics, the PPE signal obtained for the five-layer system is divided by the PPE signal obtained for the bare pyroelectric slab surrounded by air. Its temperature can be obtained by solving the heat diffusion equation for the three-layer system shown in figure 1(b):
Constants M′, A′, B′ and N′ are obtained from the boundary conditions at the interfaces:
(5a) (b) Illumination and heat losses at the surfaces:
As before, we have assumed that the coefficient h is the same at both surfaces.
Once the pyroelectric sensor temperature is obtained, the normalized PPE signal (S n ) writes
e qpLp e qsLs (C1 + D1) (6) where 
(7i) Note that in the normalized signal the frequency dependence of the detection electronics is removed since factors a and b are simplified. Moreover, the normalized signal does not depend on the laser intensity I o either. As can be seen, equations (6) and (7) have been written in such a way that the correlation between parameters can be clearly appreciated. Actually, S n depends on seven parameters:
, e s /e f , e p /e f and h. Since L s , L p , D p , e p , e g and e f are known, only four unknown parameters remain: the fluid 'thermal thickness' x f , the heat losses coefficient h, the sample effusivity e s and the sample diffusivity D s . Therefore, a fitting of the frequency behaviour of the nor malized PPE signal, S n , to equation (6) allows retrieving e s and D s together with x f and h as by-products.
Numerical simulations
In the following, all the numerical simulations are performed for a LiTaO 3 pyroelectric sensor (L p = 0.32 mm, Figure 2 shows the frequency dependence of the amplitude, |S n |, and phase, Ψ n , of the nor malized PPE for solids with effusivities e s = 2000 and 1000 Ws 0.5 m −2 K −1 . For each effusivity, three values of the solid 'thermal thickness' are analyzed: x s = 0.3, 0.8 and ∞ s 0.5 . As can be observed, at high frequencies |S n | = 1 and Ψ n = 0, since the thermal wave does not emerge from the pyroelectric sensor and therefore the PPE signal is insensitive to the solid sample placed on top of the pyroelectric sensor. At low frequencies, instead, the PPE signal is highly affected by the thermophysical properties of the solid sample (e s and x s ). As can be seen in figure 2 , for a solid sample of finite thickness (x s < ∞) |S n | shows a quasi-sigmoid shape while Ψ n exhibits a maximum at intermediate frequencies.
For a given e s value, the phase maximum is enhanced and shifted to lower frequencies as x s increases. However, for a fixed x s value, the phase maximum is only enhanced (not shifted) as e s increases. . In figure 3 (a) the heat losses coefficient is kept fixed h = 10 W m −2 K −1 while fluid 'thermal thickness' varies: x f = 0.01, 0.02 and 0.05 s 0.5 . These values correspond to realistic grease thicknesses going from 5 to 25 µm. As can be observed, its effect on the PPE signal is small but not negligible, so it must be taken into account in the fitting procedure. Similarly, in figure 3 . These correspond to realistic coefficients accounting for radiation and natural convection at room temperature. As can be seen, the influence of heat losses in the amplitude of the PPE signal is negligible whereas in the phase . Five values of the sample 'thermal thickness' are analyzed.
it is concentrated at very low frequencies. Anyway, it will be taken into consideration in the fitting procedure.
As the aim of this work is to measure e s and D s from the frequency dependence of the PPE signal and taking into account that, according to equation (6) , it depends on four free parameters (e s , x s , x f and h), it is mandatory to verify that those parameters are not correlated. To do this, we calculate the reduced sensitivity of the of the amplitude and phase of the PPE signal to a given quantity x, which is defined as [13] S Z (x) = x ∂Z ∂x , with Z = |S n | or Ψ n and x = e s , x s , x f or h.
(8) Figure 4 shows the numerical simulations of the frequency scan of the sensitivity of the PPE signal to the four free parameters (x s , e s , x f and h). , h = 10 W m −2 K −1 . The amplitude sensitivity and the phase sensitivity are shown separately in figures 4(a) and (b) respectively. As can be observed, the sensitivities to x s and e s are not proportional, indicating that they are not correlated. Moreover, the sensitivities to x f and h are very small, provided that both quantities remain realistically bounded: L f < 25 µm and h < 20 W m −2 K −1 . Figure 5 shows the numerical simulations of the frequency scan of the sensitivity of the amplitude and phase of the PPE signal to As can be observed, both amplitude and phase sensitivities are shifted to lower frequencies as x s rises. However, while the maximum sensitivity in amplitude remains almost constant, the phase sensitivity increases as x s rises. Accordingly, it would be expected that using quite thin samples leads to accurate x s , and therefore D s , values. However, working at very low frequencies requires long acquisition times. This drawback, together with the presence of the 1/f noise and the need of a wide sensor and sample to keep the 1D model, makes it advisable to work with x s values in the range 0.4-0.8 s 0.5 . Regarding the amplitude, the highest sensitivity to e s arises for samples with a similar effusivity as the pyroelectric sensor. This sensitivity decreases as the sample effusivity differs from the pyroelectric sensor's effusivity. The phase sensitivity, instead, monotonously increases with the sample effusivity and the maximum sensitivity is shifted to lower frequencies.
Experimental results and discussion
In order to verify the validity of the method we have performed PPE measurements on a set of samples, covering a wide range of thermal properties: poly-ether-ether-ketone (PEEK), BK7 glass, LiTaO 3 single crystal and glassy carbon. Besides, to check the robustness of the method, for each material we have performed measurements on samples with varying thicknesses. The samples are placed on top of a LiTaO 3 pyroelectric crystal plate with dimensions 1.6 × 1.6 × 0.32 mm 3 . A very thin layer of high-conductive silicone grease (Heat sink compound, Dow Corning) is used to assure the thermal contact. A diode laser (λ = 656 nm, 50 mW) is directed to the free pyroelectric surface, heating a circular area of about 7 mm in diameter. Its intensity is modulated by a periodic current governed by the computer and serving as the lock-in reference. The PPE current produced by the detector has been fed into a digital lock-in amplifier.
Both the amplitude, |S n |, and the phase, Ψ n , of the normalized signal are fitted simultaneously to retrieve the thermal effusivity and diffusivity. All measurements have been performed at room temperature. In order to avoid lateral boundary effects, the lowest frequency we used was 0.4 Hz. Logarithmic spacing of data points on frequency scans has been used since it has been demonstrated to be superior to linear spacing [14] . Due to the high sensitivity and low noise of the LiTaO 3 sensor together with the noise reduction provided by the lock-in amplifier, the data amplitude noise remains lower than 1‰ and the phase noise smaller than 0.05°. Figure 7 shows the room temperature frequency scans of the amplitude and phase of the normalized PPE signal for BK7 glass samples with varying thicknesses. Dots are the exper imental data and the continuous lines are the fits to equation (6) . The retrieved values of the thermal properties are given in table 1, and correspond to the average values from five frequency scans after changing the coupling grease each time. They are consistent and in good agreement with the tabulated values [15] . Note that the signal phase is much more sensitive to the thermal properties than the signal amplitude, in agreement with the sensitivity analysis performed in the previous section. On the other hand, the thermal effusivity is obtained with high precision regardless of the thickness of the sample. The precision in the thermal diffusivity, instead, depends on the sample thickness. For the 2.85 mm thick sample no information on the thermal diffusivity is obtained, since the sample is thermally thick in the whole frequency range (the phase maximum is absent). As the thickness is reduced, the maximum in the signal phase appears clearly. However, for the 0.677 mm thick sample, the maximum in phase is located just at the lower frequency limit and therefore the thermal diffusivity is slightly overestimated. For the other three thicknesses (0.466, 0.293 and 0.249 mm) the phase maximum is completely developed and the thermal diffusivity is obtained accurately. From these results one can conclude that accurate thermal diffusivity values require the thickness of the sample to be selected in such a way that the phase maximum is located above 1 Hz. Finally, it is worth mentioning that in all measurements x f falls in the range 0.01-0.02 s 0.5 , which corresponds to reasonable grease thicknesses of 5-10 µm, and h in the range 515 W m
. In figure 8 we show the frequency scans of the amplitude and phase of the normalized PPE signal for the rest of the solids studied in this work. Dots represent experimental data and the continuous lines the fits to equation (6) . The retrieved values of the thermal properties are given in table 1. As can be seen, they are consistent and in good agreement with the literature values [16, 17] . Note that for the sake of clarity not all the samples included in table 1 are shown in figure 8 .
It is worth emphasising that this method based on a frequency scan of the PPE signal in the front configuration is . To retrieve the thermal diffusivity and effusivity of solids we have used the mean value of each known quantity. However, we have checked the influence of using the extreme values of each parameter, e.g.
, e p = 3850 Ws 0.5 m −2 K −1 and e f = 972 Ws 0.5 m −2 K −1 . For most extreme combinations the fits are not good, i.e. the residuals of the fitting are too high. This fact restricts the practical values of the four known parameters. From the trials performed on each sample we can conclude that the uncertainty in e s coming from the uncertainty in the known parameters is around 2%. On the other hand, for each sample we have performed five frequency scans after changing the coupling grease each time. The standard deviation varies from about 3% for thermal effusivity to about 6% in thermal diffusivity. By adding both uncertainties, we obtain 5% for thermal effusivity to about 8% in thermal diffusivity.
In this work we have demonstrated that the front configuration is useful to measure D and e in solids. However, it raises the question of which method is more appropriate to measure D and e in solids from one frequency scan: the front or the back configuration. The main advantage of the back configuration is its simplicity. Both the natural logarithm of the amplitude, Ln|S n |, and the phase Ψ n , of the normalized signal behave linearly as a function of √ f . The common slope gives the thermal diffusivity whereas the vertical offset between both parallel straight lines gives the thermal effusivity [2, 18] . A multiparametric fitting to a model is not needed. A second benefit of the back configuration is that, for a given frequency, the signal phase only depends on the thermal diffusivity of the solid. This means that measuring the evolution of the thermal diffusivity with temperature only requires recording the signal phase while the solid temperature varies. Phase variations are directly related to thermal diffusivity changes [2] . Accordingly, the back configuration is well suited to study phase trans itions [4] . In any case, the back configuration suffers from several limitations when dealing with solid samples. First of all, the coupling grease layer reduces the phase slope leading to an underestimation of the thermal diffusivity [5] . Second, as the pyroelectric sensor and the sample have different reflection coefficients, the normalized signal depends on the reflection coefficient ratio and therefore the vertical shift between Ln|S n | and Ψ n gives an inaccurate value of the thermal effusivity. Third, as the linear behaviour arises when the sample is thermally thick, the signal is weak and is affected by parasitic signals (stray laser light, piezoelectric contrib ution, electro magnetic pick-up, etc). On the contrary, although the front configuration requires a multiparametric fitting to the model, it produces a high signal insensitive to parasitic contributions. Besides, as the laser only heats the pyroelectric sensor, there are no problems associated to the reflection coefficient ratio. Moreover, as the effect of the grease is included in the model, D and e are obtained with high accuracy.
Conclusions
This work is focused on the simultaneous measurement of the thermal diffusivity and effusivity of solids using the PPE technique in the front configuration. A complete theoretical model of the PPE signal generation has been developed. It takes into account the effect of the thin fluid layer used to thermally couple the pyroelectric sensor and the test solid, the effect of heat conduction to the surrounding air and the effect of heat losses by convection and radiation. To verify the validity of the method, we have measured the thermal diffusivity and effusivity of a set of solids covering a wide range of thermal properties. The method is robust since the same thermal properties are obtained when varying the thickness of the sample and it is also accurate because the retrieved values are in good agreement with the literature values.
